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Not required but dropping the steering column or pulling the steering wheel 
will make things easier by giving yourself some more room to work with.

The image below shows the mounting location for the cover bezel.  You may 
need to remove or pull the lower dash pad down to access some of the 
fasteners.  Remove and store the screws for re-use later.

Remove the 6 fasteners holding the cluster to the dash assembly.

Unplug the 2 harnesses and speedometer cable



If you are going to mount the gauges behind the panel in the factory 
location some clearance will be required to make room for the gauge cases.  
Nothing back here is structural.  You may also have to clear some room on 
the bottom angles for the cases. (arrows)

Set the panel in the dash and check for your clearance.  Your kit includes 
some spacers that will move the gauges closer to the bezel if you desire.  
Generally, the outermost to (left and right) need to be moved as the dash 
panel itself is not flat.

After test fitting, this panel needed one spacer on 3 of the holes (arrows)

The 3 top holes use #8 x 1” (longer) screws

The bottom 3 screws use #8x5/8 (shorter ) screws.



The gauges are held in with the supplied back clamps and hardware.  While 
test fitting and aligning the parts, keep the parts somewhat  loose until you 
are satisfied with the fit.  Then, go ahead and tighten things up.



Now that the fit is all set up, remove the bracket and gauge assembly for 
wiring.  

Please see the wiring schematic at the end of this booklet for connections.  
Refer to the gauge booklet for features, functions and set-up.

Wire according to the gauge wiring booklet.  We recommend a good vehicle 
diagram from a repair manual in addition to probing the wires to verify 
connections.

Most of  the connections can utilize the stack wiring harness.

NOTE: You must use the NVU temperature and pressure senders for the 
gauges to operate properly

GM PCMS: Please refer to the wiring information on pages 9,11 and 12 in 
your booklet

ALTERNATE GAUGE IN THE DASH INSTALLATION:

The gauges can also be installed int e front cover bezel by opening up the 
holes a bit.  You can use the bracket on the back to sure up the cover.

Included in your kit is a filler piece for the original turn signal opening.  Clean 
the back of the mounting area with alcohol.  Remove the band of adhesive 
from the piece and apply it to the back of the opening.



4 GAUGE KIT WITH DUALS DIRECT DRIVE

MASTER GAUGE WIRING
All programmable speedometers and tachometers with an OLED screen of any size are 
master gauges that can drive minor functions.  The minor gauges are driven directly by the 
master and no additional connections are required.  Wire as shown below and plug the 
minor gauges into their appropriate plug (B,C,D) on the back of the master gauge.

SEE PAGE 12: TACHOMETER SIGNALS FOR PROPER 
CONNECTIONS.  DO NOT CONNECT TO HIGH ENERGY 

SIGNAL WITHOUT RESISTOR. 
CALL US FIRST WITH ANY QUESTIONS



4 GAUGE KIT WITH DUALS DIRECT DRIVE

DUAL GAUGE WIRING
Use the direct-drive harnesses to plug the dual gauges into the respective ports on the 
speedometer and tach as shown below.  All sender, power and lighting connections and 
settings are accomplished through the main driver gauges.
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